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"Because you understand the value of
higher education, you have a responsibility
to scream from the rooftops the value
of higher education."

Poet Olsen
Slams CSU
as part of'Take Back
the Night'

ISRAEL I MIDKAST IW'liKST MOYKSTO US

TIM RYAN, SENATOR

State Reps,
answer to
students
By left Arnett
SUFI BEP0R IEB

Yesterday, students and
faculty from slate universities gathered in front of
the Statehouse in Columbus to
protest possible cuts in Ohio's
funding for higher education.
The cuts, brought on by a tight
state budget, could force higher
increases in tuition and severe
budget cuts for state universities.
The rally was organized by
Senator Tim Ryan and consisted
of several shon speeches. Sen.
Ryan said higher education is
important to Ohio's economic
future. He pointed out that the
ratio of Ohioans with bachelor's
degrees was lower than the
national average, and that college
graduates earn more than high
school graduates. If the ratio were
at the national average, he said,
tax revenues would increase the
slate budget by SI billion
Ryan said some members of
the legislature think only the rich
deserve education.
"This is about the people in
power snubbing your generation," he said.
Several students spoke at the
rally, including University student
Andrew Mizsak, who went with
several members of the College

Democrats. Mizsak spoke to the
rally, calling proposed cuts
obscene.
Nicolelte laworski, of Ohio
State University, said: "The excuse
I'm hearing is the budget's too
tight. Well, I'm a student and my
budget is tight."
About 15 students and faculty
from the University were there.
Several faculty members held
signs with the University's core
values on them.
The sole Republican lawmaker
at the rally was Rep. David
Goodman, who told the crowd
that every member of the legislature is concerned about higher
education.
"Please do not question our
desire," Goodman said. "We are
working day and night to make
sure you get what you need."
After the speeches, the rally
broke up and the attendees went
out to lobby their representatives.
The faculty and students from
the University met with Sen.
Randy Gardner, a University
graduate. According to Katie
Moffatt, a junior political science
major, said he told the group that
the most that can be hoped for is
what Gov. Taft originally pro-

By Heidi Resetarits
U-WIRI

Associated Press Photo
ANTI-ISRAELI RALLY: Palestinian university students walk over an Israeli flag laid on the
ground near a banner of Palestinian Leader Yasser Arafat making the "V" of victory during an
anti-Israeli rally at a University in Gaza City Wednesday April 25,2001. Israel is marking 53
years since its founding, but the mood is decidedly less than festive alter months of IsraeliPalestinian confrontation stalled a full peace agreement between Israelis and Palestinians.
See related story on page 5

PROTEST, PAGE 5

Parents of U. graduate thank community
By AmyloL Brown
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Associated Press Photo/ Sentinel-Tribune
PARENTS: Patricia and Mario Rizzi speak to the media during a
press conference at the Wood County Prosecuting Attorneys office.

Before the cameras, lights
and faces she has grown accustomed to in the past year, Pat
Rizzi gazed out at the gathered
media.
"I'm not really very good at
this," she said. "Although I've
done this a number of times."
Rizzi held her last press conference yesterday. She is the
mother of Michelle Rizzi
Salerno, a 1999 University graduate whose body was found on
campus last Saturday. Salerno's
disappearance last June left
many of her family and friends
worried and uncertain of the
future.
"The East Lansing police
department told me they would
never give up looking for
Michelle, and they never did,"

"The East Lansing police department
told me they would never give up
looking for Michelle, and
they never did."
PAT RIZZI, MOTHER

Rizzi said. "There is nothing 1
can say to thank these people."
Salerno's body, positively
identified by dental records,
was recovered at a construction
dump site on the northeast side
of the University campus.
A tip led police to the site of
Salerno's body, Alan Mayberry,
Wood County's prosecuting
attorney said. Mayberry did not
say it was anonymous, but said
further details could not be
released.
Salerno's parents were called
at home and told the news.

Annual NEDA awards assault survivors
By Sarah Casio
STUFF REPORTER

The fourth annual NEDA
Awards, Wood County Victim
Services' recognition ceremony,
honored last weekend four individuals who work with or have
been victims of sexual assault
during the year 2000.
lohn Helm, who works with the
Wood County Prosecutor's Office,
was awarded third place, Betty
Harris, who is a psychologist at
Student Health Services on campus, received second place, and
two individuals tied for first place.
Gary Loboschefski, a first place
winner, is a police officer as well
as involved with the SAFE pro-

gram. He has been an on-tall
worker with clients, and trains
new workers to work with victims
of sexual assault at SAFE
"Gary isn't the stereotypical
worker," lulie Broadwell, a SAFE
advocate, said. "Most clients are
young and female, and Gary is
middle-aged at best"
laime Holbrook is the other
first-place winner. A student at
Elmwood Middle School, she was
pressured by friends to become
involved with a boy from school
which went too far.
"laime has shown great
strength in overcoming her
NEDA, PAGE 5
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AWARDS: Neda Hardeman, the namesake of the NEDA Awards,
presents Gary Loboschefski with one of two first place awards.
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Rape
reported
on campus
THE 8C NEWS

A female University student
was reportedly raped last Friday,
April 20, in her Offenhauer East
residence.
According to campus police,
the girl said she was raped by a
male acquaintance at 1:30 am. A
suspect has been identified, with
the incident currently under
investigation.

Women's coach might be
named within two weeks
THE BG NEWS
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"(The detective] said it was
going to be a nightmare, 'x' does
not mark the spot," Pat Rizzi
said.
Rain, mud and construction
debris made the task of locating
Salerno difficult.
The East Lansing Michigan
Police combined efforts with
the local Bowling Green police
division and University personnel in die search. According to
Mayberry. people from the
University's police department

PORT COLLINS, Colo. — Alix
Olson captured the crowd of more
than 100 people with more than
just poetry. As a special guest of
the'Campus Women's Alliance
"Take Back the Night" week,
Olson created a welcoming
atmosphere for men and women
alike by talking to the audience as
friends and relating to them with
enthusiasm and humor.
"She's awesome," said Mike
McKane, a senior art major. "It's
humbling to me as a guy because
she's waging war against people
like me, and I like that."
A nationally acclaimed "slam
poet," Olson shared words and
feelings through poetry on issues
ranging from feminism and lesbianism to the corporate takeover
of America.
"I am here to talk about taking
back feminism, reclaiming our
language and our bodies," Olson
said.
Coming from New York City as
well as teaching both in the Bronx
and a teen prison for high school
girls, Olson's pieces focused on
feminist issues. She shocked her
unknowing audience by beginning with an anecdote and then
"slamming" into poetry
Pointing in the air, shifting from
foot to foot and reciting poetry in
rhythms Like songs were just a few
of the ways Olson conveyed her
words.
"Her delivery was awesome,
and she was very intellectual,"
said Alicia Cordes, an audience
member.
. "She had an interesting and
intense way of conveying the way
that women feel," said Heidi
Shingleton a junior majoring in
social work.
"I'm a warrior just to make it
through the day," said Olson in
one of her pieces. "I refuse to slide
past, even if I come in last."

The Bowling Green women's
basketball program may be
heading into the final stages of
its national search for a new
coach.
The Athletic
Department has been conducting a national search for a new
coach since Dee Knoblauch
was fired the day after losing to
Toledo in the quarterfinals of
the Mid-American Conference
Tournament in March. The
Falcons started the conference
schedule 4-0 but staggered to
the finish line 11-18 overall
amidst a storm of injuries and
inconsistency.

"We hope to have a new
coach named in the next two
weeks," Sports Information
Director I.I). Campbell said.
As of now, former Toledo basketball standout Steve Mix and
former BG coach Fran Voll are
the only two prominent names
that have surfaced. The status
of Mix is unknown as of now,
but Fran Voll has taken his
name out of consideration.
Voll, a BG graduate who
coached the Falcons from
1984-91, compiling an 89-27
record, was most recently the
women's coach at Central
Michigan.

CAMPUS
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DEFINING OUR, YOUTH

Advertisers target next generation
From technology to
tattoos: Today's teens
trouble even the most
innovative marketers
8y Steve Eder
U-WIBS

EAST LANSING, Mich. —
Allison Foell isn't ready lo define
her generation just yet.
"We just like to play," said Foell,
a 9-year-old from Bloomfield
Hills, who was in East Lansing for
a dance competition Sunday.
Foell said she likes art, but
wants to be a teacher when she
grows up, for a little while at least.
But while youngsters like Foell
don't particularly care how their
generation is dubbed, marketers
and employers are already trying
to place a tag on the up-andcoming generations - known as
Generation Y, or younger generations, the Millennials and Echo
Boomers.
"Marketers arc struggling with
wanting to be in on youth culture," said Bruce Tulgan, who
advises employers ranging from

J.R Morgan to J.G Penney Co. Inc.
on how to attract young employees. "But they have to be very
careful. If you try too hard to be in
on it, you risk being a joke."
Tulgan said the differences
between generations are apparent. He said the personal computer, or PC, is an institution for
Generation Y, while the remote
control and cable TV are the
mainstays of Generation X.
The baby boomers? They had
the VCR.
"Gen-Xers are a group that
grew up in a tidal wave of information, and Generation-Xers
and Generation-Ycrs have that in
common," he said. "The difference is where we intersected with
information revolution. Gen-Xers
were 20 or so when they started
using PCs. and the first PCs they
saw had 2.5 inch floppies."
The multitude of names can be
attributed to the diverse attributes that accompany the up-andcoming generations.
Don Barger, a 53-year-old
baby-boomer from Pleasant
Lake, Mich., said younger generations are more apt to change
interests and career paths, making it increasingly difficult to peg

them under a single name.
find a job and try to continue that
Unlike preceding generations, same style."
Foell and her generation may shy
But a member of Generation X
away from picking one career social relations senior Sydney
path and sticking to it for a life- Plant, says more opportunities
time, like the baby boomers and are available for her generation Generation Xespecially for
ers before her.
females.
"Markets
are
"Things have
She
says
struggling with
changed
so
opportunities
much," Barger
wanting to be in are more widely
said. "Ourgeneron
youth culture. available.
ation is probably
As a
the last generaIf you try too hard Generation X
tion that will
I'd say
to be in on it, you woman,
spend 30 or
that opportunimore years at the
risk being a joke." ty is what is drisame job."
ving us," the 25Barger,
an
year-old said.
BRUCE TULGAN.
MSU alumnus
"We are a lot
COMPANY ADVISOR
and longtime
different than
East Lansing resthe generations
ident, said his generation is easily that came before us because we
defined by the Vietnam War and a have a lot of opportunities and
hard-working attitude.
broad choices that we can make."
And, he says, other generations
She also sees important differmay have a tough act to follow ences in popular culture, which
financially.
play a significant role in deter"With my kids growing up, 1 mining the mindset of a generathink we may have spoiled them tion.
too much," he said. "We gave
"I think technology really charthem everything they wanted, we acterizes us," Plant said.
were able to do that. It is tough
That leaves Generation Y, gennow that they have to go out and erally defined as those between

age 16 and 24.
Members of Generation Y say
it's hard to peg them under a single category, like previous generations.
"I'd say we are a combination,"
said Katie Kowalski, 20, an advertising junior. "There isn't a specific word to describe our generation. It isn't like the 70s with the
hippies, or the '80s with punk."
About 50 percent of teen-agers
are most concerned with having
fun, according to a study by
Northbrook, 111,-based Teenage
Research Unlimited.
And Kowalski said such statistics might ultimately define the
characteristics of her peers.
"We are a little carefree, having
fun and living life to the fullest,"
Kowalski said. "I think it is just
about going home with a smile
on your face, and being happy
that you are alive."
With the verdict still out on
defining Generation Y and following groups, a tough task has
been created for marketers aiming their products at young people.
Gary Stollak, an MSU psychology professor who studies generational trends, said wealth is the

key divider between generations.
In the past, or "once upon a
time," Stollak says, nobody had
money until they were 30.
"If you got a used car, that was
called wealth," he insists. Now,
though, things have changed.
"The only thing that matters is
how much money a person has,"
he said "Nowwehave6-yearolds
with stock market accounts, and
ready to buy Lexuses."
Stollak said the booming economy in recent years has influenced the goals of younger generations.
'SVhen I was in college we didn't go on vacations to Miami and
South Carolina," said Stollak. 61.
"Who had the money to do that?
If I got a pair of socks for
Christmas I was happy.
"Great marketers try to create a
need. Does anyone need a
Playstation 2? Or does anyone
need what is spent on clothes
and shoes? You create the need,
whether tattoos or body piercing.
"But it is nothing like food and
water. Does anyone need an
SUV that gets eight miles to the
gallon?"

#BG News welcomes vour ideas for future stories
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Field Manor Apartments
•2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have
dishwasher and garbage disposals.
• »675/ mo. and electric (4 person rate)
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•2 bedroom, 1 bath, furnished apartments
with dishwashers and garbage disposals
•675/ mo. and electric (4 person rate)
•625/ mo. and electric (3 person rate)
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Field Avenue Apartments

Is the 4 year plan
not woirking

FrumSt

I Need a place
I this summer?

COME JOIN
OUR COMMUNITY!

St. Thomas More University Parish

EJ NEWMAN HOUSING;
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Summer Rates:
• $60/week DOUBLE
• $85/week SINGLE
'MINIMUM ONE MONTH LEASE'

§352-0717

Located on Thursun Ave. across from MacDonald Mall
Free Cable/Utilities Included
Free Parking across from OiTenhauer Towers
Onsite Kitchen and Laundry
Semester Leases (Fall and Spring)
Sorry No Pets/No Smoking

CKEENBRIAR, INC.

Contact: Andrea Laux at 352-7555
andrwa9ttttoms.com

Want to see how the new
Student Union is getting ....
(§L?a(£]Qaat5® <a

from here

to here!?!?!
117 Lehman: One bedroom unfurnished lower
duplex. Double living room. Large kitchen, front
porch and a basement for storage. Gas heat.
Resident pays utilities. Close to downtown.
$520.00 per month for a 12 month lease. Cat permitted.
342 1/2 S. Main St: One bedroom unfurnished
upper apartment. Nice residential area. Laundry
facilities. $375.00 per month plus utilities for a 12
month lease. Cat permitted.

Stop by the Olscamp Information
Center today to see how the BowenThompson Student Union construction is progressing. You will be able
to see construction progress photos
as well as current pictures of the
inside of the new Union!

The Olscamp Information
Center is located in the first
floor lobby of Olscamp Hall,
and is open 7:45 am to 7:30pm.

102 Ordway: One bedroom unfurnished apartment. Nice residential area. Resident pays all utilities. Laundry facilities on property. $380.00 per
month for a 12 month lease. Cat permitted.
«^j

NEWIWE
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352-5620
HWH.nculoYcrcultv.com
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Advocates of
procrastination:
A large portion of readers adore the crossword
puzzle, obviously. For the
rest of the semester keep
an eye out for random
acts of procrastination.
The fun keeps going
until the scantron sing!

CROSSWORD

www.bgnews.com/page3

Your daily dose of comic relief... sort of

ACROSS
1 Prune to-be
5 Hang in loose

Mfc

PAG

10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
26
26
29
32
35
36
37
38
40
41

COUNTDOWN TO FINALS

ONLY 12 DAYS TO
PROCRASTINA
Our buddy Paul knows what it's like to have
exams on the mind. So do what he does and get
them off! Hidden below are a bunch of words
describing things that are more fun than
finals. (Yes, jury duty is more fun than exams!)

OH, GILLIGAN!
Gilligans Island is the
original "Survivor"series.
Bet Richard Hatch couldn't out wit the professor.
And I doubt that Rudy
could outlast Mary Anne
and herfaboulus Coconut
Cream Pies!
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SAY WHAT?!?

"Some people
are afraid of
heights. Not me,
I'm afraid of
width."
STEVEN WRIGHT
FUNNY MAN, DELIGHTFUL
SOUL
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CLIFFS NOTES
FINANCIAL AID
TAX REFUND
JURY DUTY

PIZZA PIE
TWISTER
LOCAL WATERING HOLE
DUDE, WHERE'S MY CAR?

Falcon Football
(
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY )

FALCON FOOTBALL
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THE URBAN RENEWAL TOUR BEGINS

PROBLEMS?
About to trade in
your organs and tissues for
the answer to 1 down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key, still located on this
very page. We think.

again
SwxJanotrwrwiy
54 Teases
Warnings
56 March Hue*
SAeete
67 UmM
Hues
59 StemwetJ
Perform
60 _es Salaam
Walcr pucnc
61 Contend
Perform a task

44
4/
49
50
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Friday

Saturday

Sunny

Partly
Cloudy

Partly
Cloudy

High: 68'
Low: 37"

High: 66"
Low: 46"

High:64"
Low: 43"
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5 IvVrtaphyscal poet
6 Long narrow
elevations
7 Pubofder
6 For each
9 Hogieyand
McMahon
10 "A _ »
Remember
11 Field measure
12 Emptiness
13 Ceases
18 Assist
21 Father Times tool
23 Having scvor.il
aspects
24 Fan J re
25 Put on cloud nine
26 Athenian
marketplace
?t Ponders
29 GoneatogC* chart
30 WDCpS
31 CoregiouQ
33 More elevated
34 Disc jockey's cue
39 Dreadfu'

THREE-DAY FORECAST
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1 RizzuWor
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2 Crazy
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Church part
Sharpen
Lubfcatod
Vouse target
Heykfavik lulk
Crisscross
Irameworx
Taking on
passengers
Casts off
PenpheraJ
occurrence
Ugandan Id
Actress Field
Broadcast
watchdog agcy
Extremely
enthusiastic
Layer of pant
ParseghAn oi
toolbar
Comda cheer
Extensive*/
Ntgfitortarm
lead-m
'Treasure island"
auth
Trot or gallop
Weirder
Blockhead
Employs
Ultimatum word
Passed on
genetically
V 'Stake
Italian choose
Disengage trorr.
a habit
Soldier of torfuno
Rim
Pass out
Workgroup
Promising
Lock of hair
Moray
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Subleaser - Prefer someone into
post modern classical. In bed by
8pm. Must be into computer programming, Mac & PC literate &
must have a URL. Available
ASAP. Call 372-6977

• %ti*j -

r

GET A SNEAK PEAK AT THE 200 1 FALCONS
AND NEW HEAD COACH URBAN MEYER
FREE AUTOGRAPHS

& SCHEDULE

POSTERS AFTER GAME

FREE ADMISSION
CALL 1-B77-BQSU-TICKET

WWW.BGSUFALCnNS.CaM

Q

Game On.

Looking for a subleaser? Find EXACTLY what
you're looking for! You have 10 days to run your
wanted ad in The BG News Classifieds.

Call Now 372-6977

2pm Deadline
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GETTING A LITTLE "LIFT" OUT OF SURGERY
DANA POINT, Calif. (AP) — Salvaging a nerve from the
ankle, surgeons have found they can rewire the penis
so men achieve erections and have sex after operations to remove their cancerous prostate glands.
But, doctors say the nerve grafts are not as good as the
original nerves.

OPINION

U-WIRE EDITORIAL

Minor arrests become invasion of privacy
RALEIGH, N.C-The
Associated Press reported
Tuesday that the Supreme Court
found it legal for police to arrest
and handcuff people for minor
traffic offenses. The police's
authority to do this, according
the highest court in our country,
"flows naturally from the right to
pull from someone over." This
ruling allows too much room for
abuse with too few benefits.
The court's 5-4 ruling was on a
case in which a Texas woman,
Gail Atwater, was handcuffed,
arrested and jailed in front of her
children for failing to keep her

children's seat belts fastened.
The woman said she was simply
allowing her children to become
unbuckled for a brief period of
time to look for a toy tiiat had
been thrown out of the window.
The arresting police officer, Bart
Turek, said the women was
endangering her children and
jailed her on the basis of this.

Do yuu think that sometimes
arrests go too far, why or
why not? Let us know at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.

Unfortunately, there are people who endanger their children
everyday by failing to comply
with seat belt laws, among other
laws, but it is not worth compromising our Fourth Amendment
right protecting us from unrea-

sonable search and seizure to
arrest a mother who may or may
not frequently leave her children
unbuckled. Justice David H.
Souter acknowledged that Turek
made a poor judgement call
when deciding to arrest Atwater,

Drug war
impacts all
AT ISSUE A missionary plane is shot at because it was
suspected to carry drugs, is this a valid reason?
Njt that the informed observer
ihould be taken by surprise by
this, but the war on drugs has
daimed another innocent victim. This
time it actually made it into the news
papers and on television A plane full of
missionaries was shot down because they
where mistaken for drug smugglers. A
mother and her child are dead, jusl
because they were in the wrong place at
the wrong time.
The lives that were ruined as a casualty
of this long and losing battle were more
obviously innocent bystanders than usual,
but they are not the first The truth of the
matter is that the war on drugs has put
many bodies into the ground. Of course
that is to be expected. In every sense of the
word, the war on drugs is a war.
While not as loud and messy as some of
our century's more colorful rituals of
organized murder, this is a real war. If you
do have a single question about that, take a
look at what we have done to Central
America in the name of Unified States
public safety. If that does not convince you,
look at what we have done to our own citizens.
Understand this: If there are enough military guns aimed at the skies to hit the
wrong plane, then they are hitting quite a
few of the ones they want to These are not
the first people to die like this, they just get
a special sort of attention because the dead
were nice, polite American missionaries.
Do not expect to see many reports of the
human and environmental impact of this
war. Farms and farmers are sprayed with
dangerous pesticides to destroy drug
crops. The problem is that these poisons
do not know who or what they are meant
to kill No matter who you are, it is bad to
be poisoned.
These farmers are too isolated for most
of us to care about them. They are in little
countries with little economies. Many of
these nations speak Spanish. They are different from us so that makes the war
much easier to fight It is easy to pretend
that the casualties are too far away for it to
be our problem.but it is just pretending.
The United States government is not
only fighting this war against a few small
nations. It is fighting this war against its
own people. While the drugs may not be
losing, the people definitely are and so is

YOU DECIDE

This ruling, however, can allow
almost anyone to be arrested for
any minor offense, provided the
person is pulled over for a probable cause. This is absurd. It
places too much control in the
hands of police officers.
Although the majority of police
officers in our country would
handle this power wisely, we
cannot afford to entrust it to a
few bad apples who could (and
have, in Turek's case) spoil the
bunch.
If there ever is a case in which

ON THE STREET
"Areyou concerned
about the state budget
cuts, why or why not?

Opinion Columnist

PATRICK H0GAN
SOPHOMORE
POLITICAL SCIENCE
"Yes, because I'm
cheap."

EVAN MILLER
SOPHOMORE
INTERNAT. BUSINESS
"No, because I plan on
finishing my school in
Europe."

someone pulled over for a minor
offense needs to be arrested, it
would be if the person is already
wanted for other offenses. Here,
the law already gives police the
authority to arrest The only time
this ability to arrest would be
helpful and warranted would be
if the person had a prior history
of repeated minor offenses. As
the law stands currently, you can
be arrested for reckless driving.
However, a woman being fined
several times for leaving her children unbuckled should be
arrested, but a woman who may
or may not do it frequently
should not A child seeing his

Think again on
Peltier release
from prison
Maybe Leonard Peltier and his
supporters couldn't come up
with enough money, or maybe
Clinton actually acted with integrity
when he decided not to grant Peltier a
Presidential Pardon. Either way, contrary to the letter to the editor that
appeared in the April 24 issue of the
BG News, Peltier is right where he
belongs, in a Federal Penitentiary.
On June 26,1975, Special Agents
Coler and Williams of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation entered the
jumping Bull Ranch on the Pine
Ridge reservation to affect the legal
arrest of a fugitive named Jimmy
Eagle. The agents believed they had
seen Eagle riding in the back of a red
pickup truck, and followed it to Pine
Ridge. The article implies that the
agents died during a FBI "takeover" at
\\bunded Knee. The so-called
takeover occurred only after Agents

Coler and Williams radioed for assistance after being ambushed and shot
upon by several people with rifles.
Coler and Williams rode in two separate cars, each with only their service
revolvers inside the cars with them.
Because they most likely did not
anticipate a shootout, they left more
powerful weapons in the trunks of
the cars. By the end of the shootout,
Coler's and Williams's cars had a
combined 125 bullet holes in them.
Coler and Williams fired a total of five
shots. Coler fired one round from his
service revolver, one from a 12-guage
shotgun, and one from a .308 rtfle
(shotgun and rifle were retrieved
from the trunk of the car, Coler was
seriously wounded in his right arm
while getting them out). Williams
fired two shots from his service
revolver.and also suffered multiple
gunshot wounds. The letter asserts
that,"There is some doubt as to who
fired the first shots." At least 125 shots
to the agents' five. To the educated
person, it appears the occupants of
Jumping Bull Ranch were the ones
who were ready for a shootout Why
would two federal agents start a

David Storie is serious about tht war
on drugs. To discuss this further, e-mail
him at child_de_noir@hotmailcom

AMANDA FRY
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students are poor.
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shootout while so outnumbered and
outgunned, with the closest available
bacKup 15 miles away?
The tetter also slates that,"Some
witnesses assert that Leonard never
even fired a gun." So he didn't do it
but if he did do it, it was in selfdefense. That's a less than convincing
argument Peltier was given his trial,
and was rightfully found guilty as a
principal actor in the brutal murder
of two federal agents.
Are Native Americans entitled to the
same rights as others? Of course, but
there is no fundamental right to
ambush, injure, and execute federal
agents who are lawfully performing
their sworn duties. Dont be fooled by
anyone trying to say that the murder
of these two men was anything but
an inhuman act of cruelty. After
being wounded beyond tne point of
being able to defend themselves,
Coler and Williams were each shot in
the head with a rifle from point blank
range. Save your pity for them.
Benjamin Ware
bware@bgnel.bgsu.edu

Having a gay old time with
Dr. Laura Schlessinger
By Wendy Miller

"Yes, because I don't
have that kind of
money right now."

It is scary to think that under
this law, a policeman could
arrest someone for having an
expired registration. Although
most officers would not do this,
the pay-off of this police authority to arrest for minor offenses is
slim to none while the negative
implications could be a calamity.

U-WIRE EDITORIAL

taken by an ex-lover showed up
on the Internet she denied posHOUSTON - The archaic ing for the candid shots. When it
images from "Peanuts" of Lucy was confirmed the pictures were,
lounging while Charlie Brown indeed, of the good doctor, her
poured his heart out to her are response was to sue the photoggone. Perhaps an updated verrapher, claiming copyright ownsion could have Lucy talking on a ership of her likeness. The judge
cell phone while Chuck laments. disagreed and the ex-lover sold
Discard the cardboard office. the photos to Hustler Magazine
Lucy could host her own show
Given
another
chance,
daily, nationwide. Instead of lim- Schlessinger is now a new
iting her retorts to poor Charlie, woman, possessing a renewed
her condescending demeanor' sense of religion and purpose.
could have numerous simultane- She tries to connect with the
moral fibers in thousands of peoous recipients.
A Lucy clone exists on the air- ple every day, yet her tactics seem
waves. Her stage name is Dr. a little harsh.
Laura Schlessinger and her
Many of her messages are
catchphra.se is "go do the right offensive. Her habit of calling
thing."
people "stupid" is enough to
This petite woman is not shy by drive anyone up a walL It Is comany stretch of the imagination.
mendable that she offers a helpThe opinionated doctor (who ing hand, but is her elitist attitude
is actually a physiologist) spreads a necessary component?
her gospel with gusto. With a
Free speech is reserved for all
scathing tone, she points out the Americans. Offended listeners
errors made by the helpless souls can simply choose not to listen to
calling her show.
her programs anymore.
The good doctor has made her
Her nasal repertoire on radio
share of mistakes, too. It seems may have claimed an audience,
that Schlessinger experiences but her television attempt did
occasional blackouts when it not Schlessinger debuted in
comes to owning up to her own September of last year and was
lapses in judgement
pronounced DOA in March.
The show was an advertiser
When nude pictures of her
IHE DAILY COUGAR

SCOn KRUSZYNSKI
SOPHOMORE
AVIATION STUDIES

mother jailed is much worse
than the child being unbuckled
for a few isolated minutes on an
empty street. This ruling also
allows for the possible exaggeration of already much-too-extensive racial profiling through traffic patrolling.

RS TO THE EDITOR

PEOPLE

DAVID
ST0RIE

the Constitution.
For one. there is a little known set of laws
that have sprung out of this war know as
Asset Forfeiture. I will not go much into
the specifics, but the law basically says that
any property that is suspected to have
been used in the commission of a crime
can be confiscated and resold without
compensation to the owner or a trial. It
was created to bankrupt drug dealers but
it is being used to hind entire police
departments. Unless I missed something,
this is just a little unconstitutional.
To learn more about these laws, cross the
Mexican border with a little too much
money in your pockets. Better yet, if you
are not white, try driving a nice car
through one of the parts of the nation
where these laws are really active, like
Louisiana.
If that is not bad enough, consider the
treatment of a person who is convicted of
a drug crime. Rarely do they receive treatment to end their addiction. Instead they
are locked in prisons where they stay
addicted to drugs but also are brutalized,
and learn new and worse crimes. They
face a sentence of physical, mental and
sexual abuse and the very real possibility
of contracting AIDS. Tell me how that is
good for our society.
While drugs may have high social costs,
die war on drugs is only making that cost
higher. If the government wants to reduce
drug abuse, stop waging war and use the
money on real prevention. Teach people
why not to do drugs. Better yet, research
how much harm the drugs really do on
their own. Our current drug policy is one
of war. It is a war with no dear plan for
victory or exit stately. It is not the type of
war we should be wasting human life on.

yet still stood by Turek's right to
do so.

boycott waiting to happen. It was
condemned
early
on
as
Schlessinger referred to homosexuals as "deviant" and "a biological error."
Schlessinger has an oversimplified vision of morality. To her,
everything is black or white, right
or wrong. All shades of gray are
eliminated.
In the Utopian world advocated by Dr. Laura, your children
come first, period. For example,
someone struggling with whether
to move in with an ailing parent
or stay at home and take care of
the kids would be provided an
easy remedy in Dr. Laura's
methodology.
You're a mother, so find granny
a good nursing home.
All of us do have something
inside that is unique, if we could
only locate it Even through the
violent smog of turbulent times, it
is still possible for everyone to
find that something. But it
requires a leap of faith.
Having faith in mankind is
basically the belief that humans
are good. It is the mark of an
undying optimism I hope never
to lose. It is a personal decision to
decide to be good A bossy radio
personality is not required
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PROTEST, FROM PAGE 1

posed for the stale's higher education budget, kill's proposal
was a 2 percent increase in the
core funding for state universities, which was less than what the
Ohio Board of Regents has recommended
"I don't think we'll get everything the goverhor proposed,"
said Larry Weiss, -head of
Governmental Affairs for the
University. "Even if we got what
the governor recommended,

OLSON, FROM PAGE 1

Another main topic for Olson
is her sexuality.
"Women are sexy without
makeup or clothes," she recited,
"naked or speaking prose." Many
of her pieces were explicit but,
she felt, necessary to get her
point across. Mainly, Olson recited poetry about the liberation of
women all over the world.

RIZZI, FROM PAGE 1

and facilities services operated
equipment and provided food
for the searchers.
"The University was there to
help," he said.
University officials denied
comment on their involvement
out of respect for Salerno's family.
City officials are awaiting
autopsy results to determine

NEDA. FROM PAGE 1

ordeal," Broadwell said of
Holbrook.
"We get caught up in helping
people in their problems. We
want to provide insight into the
crime [of sexual assaultl and
inform the public," she said.
Next year will be the 5th
anniversary of the NEDA Awards
"We hope to plan something special," Broadwell said.
The NEDA awards are named
after the first woman, Neda
Hardeman, to receive a Wood
County Victim Services award.
Hardeman as a student at the

that wouldn't keep up with inflation and growth."
Weiss said the budget is very
fluid, but hopefully it will be officially proposed in the House of
Representatives within the next
week.
"Once the House comes out
with their budget, it will give us
an opportunity to react properly," he said.
Brett Buerck, chief of staff for
House
Speaker
Larry
Householder, told a group of students that while some lawmak-

ers have talked about a $300 million cut in the higher education
budget, no final decisions have
been made.
"We're going through the
democratic process," Buerck
said. "We've not put together a
bill. We've not introduced that to
the Finance Committee."
Buerck said that the law mandates a balanced budget, but that
the House is looking into ways to
get more money for the budget,
including closing tax loopholes
and cutting corporate welfare.

"We are de-construction workers," Olson pronounced concerning women's role in society.
Olson also addressed how
America is on "sale," by condemning corporate businesses
such as Disney and Wall Street.
"The one being burned is you,"
she recited.
The audience, consisting of
both men and women, enthusiastically responded to

Olson's works.

Salerno's cause of death.
Although believed to be homicide, no charges have been filed
yet One suspect—her estranged
husband
Dennis
Michael
Salerno—is in custody in Wood
County for the alleged murder of
a truck driver last July. He is
scheduled lo appear in court
today for arraignment on escape
charges and a pretrial for aggra-

vated murder.
Right now, though, for
Michelle Rizzi Salerno's parents,
relief is evident.
"It just kept going on and on,"
her father, Mario, said. "You have
all these images of where she
could be. Now we know just
where she'll be."
Salerno's private funeral will be
held Saturday.

University in 1996, had been the
victim of a rape. Since then,
Hardeman has tried her assailant
in court several times, ending in
an overturned case and a hung
jury.
Hardeman's rape has been
unique. Though she has gone to
court several times without a
clear outcome, she has not given
up on her case. Wood County
Victims Services decided that
Hardeman should receive recognition for the dedication and
courage she displayed in the
months that followed her rape.
The resulting NEDA Awards,

established in 1996, were named
in her honor, Hardeman herself
being the first recipient.
Since then, the NEDA Awards
have become an annual event in
April, which is sexual assault
month.
"We don't look to celebrate
victims |of rape or sexual assaultl,
but we commend those who
have overcome their ordeal with
dignity
and
awareness,"
Broadwell, said. The award winners can be victims of rape or
sexual assault, service workers,
psychologists, and even those
involved with public safety.

"She was inspirational for me,
because she talks against the corporate system," said second year
master's of social work student
RossArtwohl.
Carrie Kennedy a senior range
ecology major, agreed.
"She had so many great things
to share," she said "It made me
feel empowered."
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UC-Berkeley students
block building, protests
against Israeli involvement
By Steve Sexton I LaNy Rezayani
U-WIIE

BERKELEY, Calif. — Thirtytwo
protesters
decrying
University of California business
ties to Israel were arrested
Tuesday after barring access lo
Wheeler Hall during a six-hour
demonstration at UC-Berkeley.
Locking all but three of the 12
doors to the building with
chains and linking arms to block
the three open entrances,
activists disrupted classes to
protest the UC Board of Regents'
involvement with companies
working in Israel. •
UCPD ended the demonstration at 6 p.m. after the protesters
nearly closed off the building for
the entire afternoon. With a
team of 30 officers, police pulled
students and community members from the doorways they
were blocking, telling people trying to enter the building that it
was "occupied."
The protesters were cited one
by one in the lobby of the building, where police had established a booking station, before
being released.
UC police Capt. Bill Cooper
said the university has not seen a
protest of this magnitude since
ethnic studies supporters locked
down Barrows Hall in 1998.
The demonstrators continued
to block the three doorways as
police made arrests at two of
them. Students and faculty
entered the building through a
door guarded by officers.
Police removed the chains
from doors, as they presented a
fire hazard and potential code

violation, said acting campus
fire marshall Dennis Mucting.
While the bulk of police action
took place inside the building's
lobby and entrances, speakers
rallied on the steps in front of the
building.
"We chose Wheeler because
it's geographically strategic,"
said Noura Erakat, a junior
majoring in developmental
studies who was arrested.
"While (in Palestine) I saw how
just because I had an American
passport, I had more privileges
It is seeing post-colonial textbooks come to life."
Activists proclaimed the need
for an end to Israeli occupation
of Palestine and the need for the
UC system to rid itself of any
indirect involvement in the turmoil in the Middle East, which
has resulted in thousands of
deaths.
"Now it's largely a symbolic
action, in solidarity with
Palestine," said Snehal Shingavi,
who was given a citation by
police for obstructing the doorway.
Shingavi said the protesters
were using their "critical thinking tools" to pressure the UC
Regents to divest the university
system from such companies as
Nokia, General Electric, and
Hewlett Packard-all of which
have heavy ties in Israel.
"It's really disgusting that they
are willing to do this lo people
protesting peacefully," he said.
The protesters, most of whom
are members of Students for
lustice in Palestine, said they
knew they could be arrested if

they blocked people from entering the building at all of the
doors. But with a 40-person
team, the protesters spanned
out and blocked the few doors
not chained shut, telling those
trying to get in to "turn around
and ask your regents to negotiate."
Some students pushed their
way through demonstrators at
the doorway, while others
climbed through first-story windows to get to class and others
turned away.
Several classes were canceled
because of the demonstration,
but Professor David Presti went
forward with his Molecular and
Cell Biology 61 midterm in the
interest of fairness lo the600students in the class, he said.
The demonstration began at
12 p.m. under Sather Gate and
then proceeded to Wheeler Hallone of the largest teaching facilities on campus.
Police stood watch throughout the event-the second antiinvestment rally on campus this
year.
Marie Felde, a UC Berkeley
spokesperson, said as education
is the mission of the campus, the
university would take action if
access to the building was prohibited.
Amid picket signs and chants
of "we must divest now," Near
Eastern studies professor Daniel
Boyarin said he agreed with the
message of the protest.
"I am not a rabble-rouser or
cheerleader, but the only hope
we have is lo gel our university
to divest," he said.

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES!
The management and staff at Mid Am
Management thank you for a great year and
congratulate you for a job well done!
GOOD LUCK!!!
BGSU Firelands has it all. Small college atmosphere. Major university opportunity.
And a summer schedule that won't leave you stranded. Because BG guarantees
that these courses will not be canceled, no matter what the enrollment!
Our Guaranteed Summer Courses Include:

MID AM MANAGEMENT
641 THIRD ST. #4 BG
352-4380

ACCT 221
ART 101
BIOL101
BIOL 332

Accounting and Business Concepts 1
Introduction to Art
Environment of Life
Human Anatomy & Physiology II

6-9 pm MWR (7-9-8/10)
1-4 pm MTWR (7/9-8/10)
8 am-12 pm MWF (6/4-7/6)
8:30 am-12:30 pm MTW;
9:30 am-12:30pmR (7/9-8/10)

ECON 202
ENG 111
ENG 112
ENG 200
ENG 300
ENG 342
GEOL 100
HIST 151
HIST 152
IPC 102
IPC 102
MATH 090
MATH 095
MATH 115
MATH 120
PHIL 101
PHIL 319
POLS 110
PSYC 201
PSYC 310
PSYC 440
PSYC 586
SOC 101
SOC 495
SOC 595
WS 200

Principles of Microeconomics
."
Introductory Writing
Varieties of Writing
Working Class Literature and Film
Working Class Literature and Film
Children's Literature
Introduction to Geology
World Civilizations
The Modern World
Speech Communication
Speech Communication
Elementary Algebra
Intermediate Algebra
Introduction to Statistics I
College Algebra
Introduction to Philosophy
Philosophy of Death and Dying
American Govt: Processes and Structure
General Psychology
Life-Span Development Psychology
Understanding Self Esteem (Web-based)
Understanding Self Esteem (Web-based)
Principles of Sociology
Sociology of Recreation and Leisure
Sociology of Recreation and Leisure
Introduction to Women's Studies

6-9 pm MWR (6/4-7/6)
7:45-10 am MTWR (6/4-7/6)
7:45-10 am MTWR (6/4-7/6)
6-9 pm MWR (7/9-8/10)
6-9 pm MWR (7/9-8/10)
7:45-10 am (6/4-7/6)
1-4 pm MTW (6/4-7/6)
6-9 pm TWR (6/4-7/6)
10 am-1 pm TWR (7/9-8/10)
8-10 am MTWR; 8 am F (6/4-7/5)
6-9 pm MWR (7/9-8/10)
6-8 pm TWR (6/18-8/10)
6-9 pm TWR (7/9-8/10)
1-4 pm TWR (7/9-8/10)
5:15-9 pm, MTWR (6/4-7/6)
6-10:30 pm TR (6/4-7/6)
6-10:30 MW (6/4-7/6)
10 am-1pm TWR (6/4-7/6)
6-9 pm MR; 6-8 pm W (6/18-8/10)
10 am -1 pm MTW (7/9-8/10)
Arrange (7/9-8/10)
Arrange (7/9-8/10)
6-9 pm MTWR (6/4-7/6)
9 am-9 pm (UMTWRF) (7/15-7/20)
9 am-9 pm (UMTWRF) (7/15-7/20)
10 am-12:15 pm MTWR (6/4-7/6)

REGISTER FOR SUMMER CLASSES NOW
Call BGSU Firelands today at 419-433-5560 or 800-322-4787
or check the summer schedule at www.firelands.bgsu.edu
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Taking the Rio for a drive
By Ann M Job
(HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Economy cars are supposed to
be low-priced. Bui Ihe 2001 Kia
Rio, (he least expensive sedan in
Ihe United Stales, has more going
for it than merely a small price
tag.
It has mainstream styling thai
— with the exception of the Rio's
little, 13-inch tires — doesn't project a cheap image.
The Rio also comes with Kia's
impressive warranty which,
among odier things, covers the
powertrain for 10 years or 100,000
miles and provides free roadside
assistance for five years, regardless of mileage. Tliis compares
with the industry norm of five*
year/60,000-mile
powertrain
warranty and three-year/36,000mile roadside assistance.
To be sure, the Rio's starting
manufacturer's suggested retail
price, including destination

charge, of $9,390 for a manual
transmission model, qualifies
this four-door as the lowestpriced new sedan in the country.
But someone who's unaware of
that fact probably wouldn't guess
the price is this low.
Even someone who knows the
Rio is based on the less-thanimpressivc Ford Aspire small car
— which Kia built for Ford to sell
here in the mid-1990s — is likely
to find this newest incarnation a
noticeable improvement.
I was pleasantly surprised by
both the interior and exterior
styling of the test Rio.
The driver seat came standard
with manual height adjustment.
There also was a pull-down, right
annrest for the driver, adjustable
and lockable front head restraints
and a sizable, well-positioned
dead pedal. These are items that
aren't necessarily found in other
cars, especially entry-level models.

While the Rio's seats didn't
wear the richest, softest fabric,
windows had manual cranks and
outside minors had manual controls, 1 did find the lively seat fabric design, the placement of
matching fabric on the doors and
the well laid out, simple, whiteon-black gauges had a mainstream feel.
There's nothing fancy here. The
Rio's instrument cluster lacks a
tachometer, the center console is
open and exposed and the glove box doesn't include a lock on (lie
door.
Carpeting is a bit better than
the material used to line the
trunks of some cars, and inside
door handles are tiny and plastic.
The Rio's rear parcel shelf is covered by plastic, not a cloth-like
material.
Driving the Rio was a pleasant
surprise. This lightweight, 2,200plus-pound car moves along well
in city traffic and doesn't seem to

Maine foster mother charged
with asphyxiating 5-year-old girl
By Glenn Adams
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHELSEA, Maine —The highchair was tipped over in an
unfinished part of the basement
and smeared with blood when
detectives arrived. Strewn about
were strips of duct tape with
clumps of hair.
The honor chamber described
by police is where 5-year-old
Logan Man spent the final hours
of her life, taped to her high chair
and, evidence suggests, her
mouth covered with tape. Cause
of death: asphyxiation.
It's not just the grisly nature of
the case that's drawn attention
since lagan died Ian. 31. The
woman charged in the death, rile

child's foster mother, is a former
caseworker for the state agency
that monitors foster parents.
Sally Schofield, 39, has been
charged with manslaughter. She
told investigators that Logan
needed a "time out" after waking
up from a nap in a rage and
allegedly admitted to taping up
the child.
The Department of Human
Services is doing some soulsearching as it faces pressure
from lawmakers, child protection advocates and Logan's biological mother, Christy Mae
Baker.
"Mine is just one of many.
Logan's case just happened to
turn deadly," said Baker, who
brought a box containing lagan's
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ashes to the State House as she
unsuccessfully sought permission to sue the state.
lawmakers say the case has
opened the flood gate for claims
by parents that DHS is placing
their children in inappropriate
foster homes. Rep. Julie Ann
O'Brien publicly apologized for
being part of a system she said
lets it happen.
"This is a problem all over the
country. Maine is simply worse,"
said Richard Wexler, executive
director of the National Coalition
for Child Protection Reform.
Wexler said Maine has one of
the nation's five highest rates of
children in foster care but places
fewer children with relatives than
the national average.

struggle to keep up with others
once it's at highway speeds
Power comes from a new, 1.5liter four cylinder that isn't some
old-technology device. It actually
uses a double overhead cam and
can generate 96 horsepower.
Torque is 98 foot-pounds at 4,500
rpm.
The numbers don't sound
impressive, but the subcompact
Rio doesn't appear to need a big
engine.
The Rio compares with the 79horsepower, 1.3-liter four cylinder that's in the 2001 Suzuki Swift
hatchback and the 105-horscpower, 1.6-liler four cylinder
that's in the 2001 Daewoo LanoS
sedan.
The Rio's automatic transmission, which was in the test car,
isn't a cheap, three-speed that's
sometimes found in low-priced
models

Associated Press Photo

BEHIND THE WHEEL The 2001 Kia Rio, with a starting manufacturer's suggested retail price ot about $9,400, is the lowest-priced
sedan in the country. The Rio also comes with an impressive warranty which, among other things, covers the powertrain tor 10 years
or 100,000 miles and provides free roadside assistance for live
years, regardless ot mileage.

Texas executes seventh man this year
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

IIUNTSVILLE, Texas — A man
convicted of killing a drug counselor in 1990 while on parole for
the robbery and attempted murder of two other people was executed by injection Wednesday.
David Yee Golf, 32, insisted he
was innocent of the death of
Michael McGuire, 34.
"I want to give all the praise to
Cod and glory and thank Him for
all that He done for me," Goff
said. "With this, let all debts be
paid that I owed — real or imagined. The slate is wiped clean, all
marks erased. Other than that
there is no justice. That's not justice."
Goff was the seventh person
put to death this year in lexas,
where a record 40 executions
were canied out last year. The

U.S. Supreme Court denied two
appeals by Golf's attorneys
Wednesday afternoon.
Goff said he wasn't present
when McGuire, who worked and
lived at the Star House rehabilitation center in Fort Worth, was
abducted and fatally shot Sept. 1,
1990. McGuire's decomposing
body was found by some children
several days later in a wooded
area about six miles away.
Goff was on parole after serving
less than five years of a 15-year
term for two counts of attempted
capital murder. Those crimes
occurred on consecutive days in
August 1984 when he was 15.
Prosecutors had him certified to
be tried as an adult.
Those victims, who had been
shot, survived and testified
against him at the punishment

phase of his trial for McGuire's
murder.
"He was a poster child with his
criminal history," said Richard
Alpert, an assistant district attorney who prosecuted Goff. "He
was just a scary individual."
Another man, Craig Ford, was
arrested and charged with capital
murder in the McGuire slaying
but charges were dropped and
Ford testified against Goff. Alpert
said while Ford was present when
McGuire was killed, he did not
participate in the slaying.
Goff had complained about
what he said was the incompetence of his court-appointed
lawyers, who argued unsuccessfully to jurors there was little evidence and no motive to connect
their client to the crime.
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Estrada taken to prison Woman turns
115 years old

By Paul Alexander

opponents did in pressuring him
to leave the presidential palace
MANILA, Philippines — lust on Jan. 20.
three months ago, Joseph Estrada
About 3,000 backers rallied late
was living in the luxury of the into the night at a shrine to the
presidential
palace.
On "people power" revolution that
Wednesday, home became a toppled late dictator Ferdinand
spartan jail cell, despite thou- Marcos. "My message to them is
sands of backers who tried to to strengthen their resolve, to
block the ousted leader's arrest fight for our constitution,"
for allegedly pocketing $82 mil- Estrada said.
lion in kickbacks and payoffs.
Suggesting that his current
An angry crowd stoned police problems were "a trial from God,"
who cleared a path Wednesday to Estrada continued to profess his
escort Estrada from his home. innocence, claiming the counThousands more protested out- try's elite were conspiring against
side the nearby police base him and that since he never
where he was fingerprinted and signed a letter of resignation, he
had mug shots taken — the first was only on leave and legally
arrest of a Philippine leader on remained president — an argument the Supreme Court has
corruption charges.
Estrada, who defiantly main- rejected.
tained his innocence and insistMiriam Santiago, a senatorial
ed he never gave up the presi- candidate for the Estrada-backed
dency, left home accompanied opposition in May 14 elections,
by his wife — a Senate candidate called for a nonviolent campaign
— and son linggoy, also arrested of civil disobedience, passive
Wednesday on plunder charges. resistance and mass protests.
The offense carries the death
"We will do everything we can
penalty, although it is considered to express protest within legal
unlikely to be imposed.
means," Santiago said after
"I find it oppressive," the for- meeting with Estrada at the
mer action film star said police base. "If the people here in
moments before being locked in metro Manila, particularly those
for the night at the two-story con- with the administration, think
crete-block jail at Camp Crame, that this is going to be taken lying
the main police base. "I could not down by the genera] public at
imagine this happening to me. large, they have seriously underBut it's here. I am not losing estimated the strength and commitment of the masses to
hope."
Estrada and his allies appeared President Estrada."
to be hoping for his once-powerNational police chief Leandro
ful core of supporters among the Mcndoza called for calm and
poor masses to take to the slreets vowed not to let demonstrations
by the tens of thousands — as gel out of hand.
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Associated Press Photo

THREE STRIKES: A supporter of ousted Philippine President
Joseph Estrada holds Estrada's photo during a rally outside his
residence in suburban San Juan, east of Manila, Monday. A special
anti-graft court issued an arrest warrant Monday for Estrada on
two charges linked to alleged corruption in office. It was believed
to be the first time that a warrant has been issued for a Philippine
President. An additional case was filed against him for a questionable land deal.
"Police forces are being mobilized to thwart any attempt by
some groups to take advantage of
the situation by sowing disinformation, chaos and violence," he
said.
After the Supreme Court
stripped away his presidential
immunity, Estrada was indicted
April 4 for allegedly taking $82
million in kickbacks and payoffs

during 31 months in office.
The country's chief anti-graft
court, the Sandiganbayan,
ordered his arrest early
Wednesday.
Estrada's attorney Raymond
Fortun asked the court for at least
three hours' notice to give the former president time to take a
bath, pack his clothes and say
goodbye to loved ones.
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TOURS, France — A French
woman believed to be the
world's oldest person celebrated
her 115th birthday Wednesday
with a glass of white wine.
Marie Bremont, who lives in a
retirement home in Cande,
about 150 miles west of Paris,
donned a red suit for the occasion, receiving kisses on the
cheek and eating strawberry
cake.
"She's quite the gourmet." said
Annie Predalier, a nurse's aide.
"She eats well. She especially
likes chocolate."
Three young girls from the
area — each bom almost exactly
a century after Bremont — recited a poem written by staff members at the retirement home.
After the celebration, Bremont
said she was "proud to be the
doyen of humanity," said Joseph
Foucher, director of the retirement home.
Bremont has been considered
the world's oldest person since
the death of Eva Morris of Britain
in November just four days
before her 115th birthday.
Bremont is the second French
woman to hold the honor.
Jeanne Calment of France, died
Aug. 4,1997, at age 122.
Bom the daughter of a lumberjack in 1886, Bremont began
working at age 8 on a farm where
she carried buckets of pig feed.
Over time, she worked as a pharmaceutical factory worker,
nanny and seamstress.
She lost a first husband,
Constant Lemaitre, during World
War I, and a second, taxi driver

HAPPY BIRTHDAY: Retirement
home nurses Annie Pradalier,
left, and Anne Vincent, right,
give a kiss to Marie Bremont, a
woman believed to be France's
oldest person, Wednesday at
Cande's retirement home in
western France. Marie Bremont
turned 115 on Wednesday, and
celebrated her birthday with
family and friends over strawberry cake and a glass of wine.

Florentin Bremont, in 1967.
"I had two good husbands. I
have always been happy," she
once said.
At the age of 103, Bremont was
hit by a car and broke her arm.
The Caribbean island of
Dominica, however, claims to
have the world's oldest living person. Elizabeth Israel celebrated
her 126th birthday in January,
according to officials there. The
Guinness Book of World Records
is investigating that claim.

LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!
517 E. REED - At Thuntin One Bedroom, 1 Bath.
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $495.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $425.00
451 THIIIlSTlN - Across from Offer,hauer
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath.
School Year - One Person Rate - S370.00
One Year - One Person Rate • $335.00
505 CLOUGH - Campus Manor.
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Fum. or Unfum.
School Year - One Person Rate - $410.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
605 SECOND - One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $340.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $415.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
707. 711. 71S. 719. 723. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $385.00
One Year • Furnished - One Person - $345.00
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furn. or Unfum.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $575.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person • $480.00
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath,
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished,
1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $505.00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $555.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished ■ One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom, Dishwasher, 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $585.00
Furnished • One Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor.
Two Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
Furnished • School Year - Two Person Rate - $615.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $525.00
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00

I

Houses For August Leases
256 S. College. Unit »B ■ Two Bedroom, limit
4 people. $700.00 per month. Lease 8/23/01
to 8/10/02.
I 530 E. Merry - Three Bedroom, Limit 4 people.
$750.00 per month Lttt* 8/23/01 to 8/10/02.
1

605 Second - Four Bedroom. Limit 4 people.
$760.00 per month. Lease 8/23/01 to 8/10/02.

\

710 Eighth - Three Bedroom, Limit 3 people.
$920.00 per month. Leaie 8/2301 o 8/10/02.

ft

call joii.v M:\VI.O\T:
REAL ESTATE. INC.
Rental Office :t."i't-22(i(l
Knr Your Convenience U» Are I
U3I9 E. U'iMUter Slreet. ai
from Taco Itvll
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BG Softball sweeps
MAC awards
8GSUFALC0NS COM

Bowling Green Softball student-athletes Nikki Rouhana
and McKenna Houle are the
recipients of the MidAmerican Conference's weekly
awards. Rouhana has been
named the MAC's Player of the
Week in the East Division,
while Houle is the league's
Pitcher of the Week. Rouhana
earned the conference honor
for the second time this year,
and the third time in her

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Falcon tennis opens MACs
By Erica Camtjaccrni
SPORIS REPORTER

'61 *'gives a
glimpse
into the
summer
of 1961
ERIK
CASSANO
Sports Reporter
On Saturday, HBO will premiere a movie written and
directed by Billy Crystal about
the most storied home run chase
in baseball history. Youngsters
can check the names "McGwire"
and "Sosa" at the door. The 1998
chase, whether McGwire wants
to admit it or not, was a love-fest.
It was a countdown. It was a
matter of "when,"not "if." "Will
he break the record?" not
"Should he break it?" Whether
American McGwire or Puerto
Rican Sosa won out, everybody
was happy in the end.
Somebody would have been a
national hero somewhere.
1961 was a study in baseball
schizophrenia. Most of the former questions were lauded on
Yankee fan favorite Mickey
Mantle Most of the latter were
on the shoulders of a taciturn
farmer's son from North Dakota
named Roger Maris.
In 1961, Babe Ruth was still the
Sultan of Swat in baseball, and
his legacy was a municipal heirloom in the south Bronx. His 60
homers in 1927 was the standard
by which the feats of all power
hitters were measured. As the
1961 season began to hit full
stride, and it became apparent
that Mantle and Maris would
duel for Ruth's record, controversy began to grow. Mantle and
Maris were both Yankees, but in
the eyes of many fans and the
media, they weren't. Mantle was
a charismatic player with fan
appeal. He was the strapping,
blonde, home-grown talent that
was pegged as Joe DiMaggio's
successor in center field 10 years
earlier. He had his demons, but
drowned them in alcohol as
much as he could.
Maris was spindly, nervous,
quiet, and above all, new to the
Yankee organization. He was
groomed in the Indians' farm
system, and was briefly with the
Kansas City Athletics prior to
being acquired by New York.
Maris was a foreigner to the pinstripes, and was never allowed to
forget it. Under the pressure of
fans and the media, he started to
develop ulcers, and his hair fell
out in clumps. All he could do
was keep on hitting which the
two-time American League MVP
did quite well. When Mantle's
chronic bad knees forced him
out of the chase in September
with 54 homers, all eyes fell on
Maris. He tied Ruth with three
games to go in the season. Then,
nothing until the last day of the
season when he broke Ruth's
record with his 61st home run
against the Boston Red Sox. It
was the season's 162nd game.
Expansion had protracted the
schedule by eight games in 1961,
and because of that, the
Commissioner's Office declared
that there should be an asterisk
next to Maris's record in the
record book denoting those eight
extra games in which Maris had a
chance to hit Even in victory, he
was tainted.
"6P" tells the story behind the
statistics, behind the asterisk.
Crystal attempts to take the
grainy newsreel footage, black
and white photographs, and
soundbites, and tefl the story in
full color. Vacated Tiger Stadium
CASSAM0.PAGE9

Classes are winding down,
exams are coming up and so are
the Mid-American Conference
Tennis Championships.
The women will travel to
Huntington, W. Va., where the
tournament will begin today and
run through Sunday.
"I think we should do well,"
said head coach Penny Dean.
"We need to be out to prove a
point. We're better than the sixthplace seed in the MAC."
The Falcons finished up the
season 8-13 overall and 4-5 in
conference play, which put them
in the sixth seed going into the
tournament.
"Our record doesn't show how
strong we are," Dean said. "We
can definitely make it into the
top four."
The Brown and Orange will
play Miami University in the first
round of the tournament. The
RedHawks are the third-seeded
team in the conference with a
15-6 overall record and a 7-2
record in the MAG
"It's our best match-up," Dean
said. "It gives us a chance to try
and reverse the regular season
result"
The RedHawks beat the
Falcons 6-1 during their regular
season meeting last weekend.
"We're getting fired up about
the match and playing outside,"
Dean said.
Last weekend the Falcons had
to play Miami indoors because
the weather was too bad to risk
competing outside.
If the Falcons beat the
RedHawks, they will move on to
play the winner of the Marshall
and Northern Illinois University
match-up, which, according to
Dean, will probably be Marshall.
"We can match-up with them
IMarshall)," Dean said. "All the
pressure will be on them since
they are at home."
The Herd is also the secondseeded team in the conference,
just behind Western Michigan
University.
Last year the Falcons lost to
the Broncos in the semifinals.
The Broncos have won two

straight tournament titles,
including three in the past four
years. They are also the threetime MAC champions.
"We are definitely the underdogs," Dean said.
But the Falcons have been
practicing hard all week and are
ready for the tournament
"IThe seniors] want to go out
winners," Dean said. "They have
been playing with a lot of heart.
They are definitely looking forward
to
the
MAC
Championships. They are really
fired up to compete in this, probably more than the MAC seasr\r\ "

Dean will be losing four
seniors at the end of this season
including Erika Wasilewski,
Meghan Rhodes, Tracy Howitt
and Abby Bratton.
"Erika is playing really well,"
Dean said. "She's really motivated"
Men
The men will travel to
Kalamazoo, Mich., for the MAC
Championships, which will be
held starting today and will run
through Saturday.
"I think we'll do really well,"
said head coach lay Harris. "I
think we've had a great regular
season. We're excited about the
prospects of the tournament"
The Falcons finished the season with an 18-9 overall record
and a 3-2 record in conference
play. This was the most dualmatch wins the team has had in
22 years, since the 1978-79 season when the team went 20-5.
"1 think we're ready to go,"
Harris said. "This regular season
has been kind of up and down,
even though it's been mostly up.
We learned a lot about each
other. We're ready to play together as a team."
The Falcons will begin the
tournament with Buffalo. The
Bulls finished the season 14-6
overall and 0-5 in the MAG
"They are our first test," Harris
said. "We beat them in the regular season."
Harris is confident that the
team will do well against the
Bulls since they were able to beat

File pMo BG News

RETURN SHOT: A Bowling Green Tennis player pulls his racquet back to return a volley during a
match at the Keefe Tennis Courts,, April 17. 2001.
winner of the Northern Illinois the first round of the tournathem 7-0 earlier in the season.
If the Falcons make it past the and Toledo match-up in the ment, along with the first seed.
Bulls, they will go on to play semifinals. According to Harris, They won the tournament last
Western Michigan, whom they they will most likely beat year for the second time in a row
lost to 5-2 during the regular sea- whomever their opponent and have won 16 overall league
might be and advance to the titles.
son.
After the tournament Harris
The Broncos are the second finals.
Ball State beat the Falcons 7-0 will lose just one senior, Brandon
seed in the tournament, finishing up their season 4-1 in the last weekend. The Brown and Gabel.
"He's excited," Harris said
Orange also lost to the Cardinals
MAC losing only to Ball State.
"The goals of this program are to
"If we beat them, we'll most in the semifinals last year.
The Cardinals finished their win the MAC Championship,
likely go on to play Ball State in
season 10-12 overall and 5-0 in and being the only senior a lot of
the finals," Harris said.
The Cardinals will play the the MAC, giving them a bye for that falls on him."

Six Falcon runners
head to Drake Relays

Boxer Rahman
thrown from car
By David Cnsburi
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

By Ryan Fowler
SPORIS REPORTER

The city of Des Moines is
expected to be a little bit more
crazy than usual this Thursday
through Saturday.
The capital city of Iowa is the
home to the Drake University
Bulldogs and the nationally
known Drake Relays being held
today through Saturday.
The Drake Relays, now in its
tenth decade, are looking to sellout the 18,000 seat Drake
Stadium for the 35th time in a
row—the longest streak in U.S
track history.
Bowling Green, known to be a
little rowdy itself, wants to be
part of the excitement at the
meet deemed "America's Athletic
Classic," and is sending representatives to compete in a variety of events.
The women are sending six
individuals as well as coach Scott
Sehmann to the Drake Relays.
Leaving early yesterday morning
were Andrea Cook (pole vault),
Joy Echler (3000m steeplechase,
4x800 relay, and distance medley), Stephanie Heldt (high
jump), Jovone Houpe (distance
medley and 4x800m relay),
Brianna Killian (distance medley
and 4x800), and Christine
Thompson (distance medley
and 4x800).
Student volunteer coach

I

Cindy Stanfield ran for Bowling
Green for four years before joining the coaching staff. She is
impressed on how well this
year's squad is performing
"I think they are doing very
well," said Stanfield. "Especially
for the young team that we have.
The people going to Drake have
been competing consistently
this season and that is part of the
reason they get compete at a
meet of its caliber."
For those who don't know, the
Drake Relays are widely known
as one of the most competitive
meets anywhere in the country.
Competitors from all over and
from many different age groups
travel to compete and show the
crowd what they have. So, it's
not just for college and university track teams— many high
school athletes and unattached
runners and leapers will be in
attendance.
Jovone Houpe is one Falcon
traveling to Des Moines and in
recent meets she has shown that
she is versatile and isn't someone
to be taken Lightly. "I think
Jovone has improved a great
deal," said Stanfield. "I think she
is showing how she can help out
the team in a variety of events,
especially moving up into the
800m, she's mainly known for
the 400m and to jump up to
something like that is great"
Another person who has

come on strong as of late'is
Andrea Cook. Every meet Cook
competes in the pole vault and
every meet she leaps over 12-0—
talk
about
consistency.
However, coach Stanfield sees
Cook to soar to new heights in
the weeks to come.
"I think she is ready to do a lot
more," Stanfield said. "Being
here last year, she wasn't expected to come back this year, and
knowing that I think she wants
more out of it As a captain she
pushes the team."
The rest of the women's team
will be competing at Hillsdale
College this Saturday. Stanfield
will be escorting the team to
Hillsdale. She said in the past
that BG has competed successfully in this meet and looks to
repeat the feat this weekend.
Stanfield added that it is at that
point in the season where
coaches are looking who they
want for the Mid-American
Conference Championships and
this meet is a great gauge of who
is performing well.
The men's team was not available for comment
For up to date results visit the
home Web site for the Drake
Relays at http://www.drakebulldogs.org/

BALTIMORE — Newly
crowned heavyweight champion Hasim Rahman and his
family were thrown from a
convertible in a motorcade
accident Wednesday after a
celebration at City Hall.
"Everybody's OK," Rahman
said after leaving the Johns
Hopkins Hospital.
The champ said he was feeling "excellent" and was "ready
to talk about the next fight"
Rahman sustained minor
cuts on his elbows. His wife.
Crystal, sustained cuts and
bruises and was fined for a
neck brace before being taken
from the scene by ambulance.
The boxer, his wife and at
least two of their three children
were sitting in the back of a
convertible when it struck a
taxi, hurling them from the car.
Rahman had been honored
at City Hall for winning the IBF
and WBC titles Saturday night
in South Africa with a surprise
fifth-round
knockout of
Lennox Lewis.
Police were
escorting
Rahman in a red convertible
toward the Inner Harbor when
an officer in a cruiser tried to
stop traffic, police commissioner Edward Norris said. As
the officer stepped out of his
car, a Volkswagen ran a red
light and hit the convertible,

<

causing it to collide with a taxi.
Mayor Martin O'Malley said
the convertible was being driven by someone on his staff.
The Volkswagen's driver,
Mike Heisler, told WBAL-AM
that he had the green light at
the intersection.
"All of a sudden, a red cai
comes flying through at an
amazing speed," Heisler said. "1
tried to hit my brakes and I
almost made it through with
out me hitting him, but I hit tin
back tail and he spun around
and that's when he hit the taxi
cab. That's when everybody
flew out"
The children were taken to
The Johns Hopkins Children's
Center and Crystal Rahman to
Hopkins Hospital.
A Hopkins spokeswoman
said Rahman and his family
were not seriously injured.
Crystal Rahman was being
kept overnight for observation.
"Everyone's here and they're
fine," spokeswoman Beth
Simpkins said.
The accident followed a ceremony in which Rahman was
honored as a hometown hero.
O'Malley said Rahman told
him the accident made him
understand what was important in life.
"They're all doing well,
they're all in good condition,"
O'Malley said. "It was a great
rally, a great day for the city and
none of us wanted to see this."
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Baseball pounds
Siena Heights 22-3
BGSUFAICONS

COM

Bowling Green (29-11) scored
20 unanswered runs, including a
seven and eight run inning,
beginning in the fifth to defeat
Siena Heights (11-25) this afternoon at Stellcr Field 22-3.
Bowling Green scored 20or more
runs for the fourth time this season, while also collecting 22 hits.
Siena Heights was the first
team on the board as they began
the game with four straight singles, with leadoff hitter Eric
Russell scoring their lone run of
the inning. Bowling Green would
answer back with a run of their
own, however through four
innings, the Saints led the
Falcons byascoreof3-2. BG'sfirst

big inning came in the fifth, with
seven Falcons scoring off of seven
hits, freshman 3B Andy Hudak
and freshman RF Neil Schmitz
each had two-RBI singles in that
inning to help contribute to the
rally.
BG would go on to score two
runs in the sixth, and three in the
seventh, with junior SS Nick
Elrod smashing a three-run blast
to right field in the latter inning.
The eighth inning would prove to
be even more productive for the
Falcons, as eight runs were
scored off of six hits and one Saint
error. Freshman IJfP/DH David
Barkholz smacked a two-run
homerun over the left field wall to
begin the spree. Six more Falcons
would cross the plate in that

inning to total 22 runs for the
Falcons.
Sophomore
RHP
Brett
Baumgartner (4IP, 1ER, 6SO)
started the game for the Falcons
as Bobby Gerling began the game
pitching for the Saints, however
neither pitcher was accredited
with
the
decision.
Freshman RHP Nate Henschen
(IIP IBB, ISO) earned the victory
for the Falcons and improves to
2-0. Siena Heights Saint Ryan
Swierlik (2IR4ER, IBB) picked up
his first decision of the year, a
loss.
The Falcons will play their next
home game at Steller Field this
Friday at 3:30 p.m. against nonconference opponent Adrian
College.

Henderson prepares to
VanV past Babe Ruth
dugout, content for the time missioner's office in 1999 that
added six walks to Ruth's total, 64
being to be tied wilh Ruth.
The walks record might seem years after his last game.
SAN DIEGO — The Man of somewhat mundane next to
Henderson, who drew the
Steal is about to lift a record from Henderson's many other accom- record-tying walk off reliever
the Sultan of Swat.
plishments, but it's notable for a Chris Brock put that in perspecRickey Henderson, who's usu- pretty big reason — the Babe.
tive like only he can.
ally in a headfirst hurry, took a
"I always wonder, where did he
"The name comes to mind and
leisurely stroll to first base you think about the greatest get those walks?" Henderson
Tuesday night and tied Babe baseball player that played the said. "It was a theory that Babe
Ruth's major league record of game, the guy that probably kept rose again and went back out
2,062 walks.
this game alive for so many there and they gave him six more
Always able to inject a bit of years," said Henderson, who's intentional walks because they
swagger into the moment, been baseball's career stolen base were still afraid to pitch to him.
Henderson, 42, took off his bat- leader for a decade.
"He got a few more walks, so
ting helmet and waved to the
"He's Mr. Baseball. Once you we just laughed about it."
cheering crowd as a small burst get in the category of a Babe
Tony Gwynn, who like
of fireworks went olf.
Ruth, it means that you went out Henderson is a probable Hall of
The San Diego Padres' sixth- and you did the best job you can Famer. laughs loo, but only
inning rally against Philadelphia do."
because his teammate's latest
fizzled and the slumping
Henderson would have owned milestone seems a bit surreal.
1 lenderson, in as a pinch-hitter in the record earlier if not for a sta"Babe Ruth is the icon of this
the 12-7 loss, walked back to the tistical adjustment by the com- game," Gwynn said.
By Bemie Wilson
IHE
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61 *' depicts Mantle, Maris
CASSAN0, fROM PAGE 8

in IVtroit was painted the mintgreen of pre-renovation Yankee
Stadium and outfitted wilh all the
accents of The House That Ruth
Built. Thomas lane, who stars as
Mantle, was taken to former
major leaguer Reggie Smith to
leant how to swing a bat like the
late I lall of Famer.
"I left him with Reggie, and

came back five weeks later, and it
was incredible," Crystal said in a
documentary on the making of
the movie. "Tom was no longer
there, Mickey was starting to take
his place."
Crystal grew up a Yankee fan in
New York, and was striving for
authenticity above all else. The
friend of the late Mantle brings a
stroke of authentic detail that
only a firsthand observer of many
of the events shown in the movie

could bring.
Crystal knew Mantle, but the
late Maris, protrayed by Barry
Pepper, is the real vehicle of the
story. His struggle in the face of
relentless pressure from all sides
lends the story much of its plot.
Many people know the end
result of the summer of 1961.
Few know the story of how the
end was reached. "61*" should
give baseball fans the best depiction yet.
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The BG News will not knowingly accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination againsl any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis of any other legally protected
status.
The BG News reserves the right to decline, discontinue or revise any adIvertisement such as those
found to be defamalory. lacking in factual basis, misleading or false in rnature. All advertisements
arc subject lo editing and approval.

Services Offered

Wanted

ATTORNEY
Landlord/Tenant. Traffic & Personal
ln|ury. Call 419-472-9774.

ASAP One summer subleaser to
share two bedroom apartment. S10O
dollars oW first month 353-0183.

Garden and yard worker, at private
home, from now thru fall. Call 3520252

Desperately needed 1 female subleaser Aug 01- May 02. own room.
close to campus, 319 Pike St., rent
S250/mo. Call Jenni 353-6271.

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT posi
tion assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills in a Residential setting. Part-time, and sub positions available ranging from 14-71
hours biweekly. Salary is $7.55/hour
for first 90 days, thereafter beginning at $10.24/hour based upon experience. High school diploma or
GED required; no experience necessary. Positions available in Bowling
Green, Portage and Haskins areas
Application packet may be obtained
from Wood County Board ol MR/DD,
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd . Bowling Green, Ent B. Monday-Friday.
8:00am-4:30pm. E.O.E.

Publish Your Work For S 1,295
Textbooks, Novels, and More
Call FirstPublish, Inc. at 888-7077634 or visil www.firstpublish.com.

Help Wanted

Female roommate needed lor summer and/or fall '01. Own bedroom
and bath. Close to campus Rent
negotiable 353-9122. Karin

Personals
Chinese, Japanese & Russian
at BGSU"'
Register now for fall

Female subleaser for Fall 01-Spring
02. $190/monlh Own bdrm Call Erica, 352-7219.

FREE 14 week old male German
Shephard/Lab mix. De-wormed &
distemper. For info call 353-9106,
Erin.

FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
tor one bedroom. Right across from
Kohl Hall on East Wooster. Only
S250/month (plus phone & electric).
Call Nicole at 353-7199.

i tilt r<Mi r<j>ii TO
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Gamma Phi Beta would like to congratulate Heidi Buckenrolh on her
pearling lo Adam Pennington.

Need Arts & Sciences graduation
tickets! Will pay Call Rachel @ 352-

i on I<MI i <MI I°4>B r*B r*e r»ii
i 'Mi i'*n i on i <t>n i <DH ran r "«I«II

Subleaser needed for summer
Spacious, 2 bdrm apartment only

Gamma Phi Beta would like to
congratulate Jennifer decker on her
pearling lo Matthew Young

i'*i» I <I>B r*B r*B r*n r*B r*n
r*n i<t>B i*B r*B r»B i<t>n r<r>B
The Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta
would like to congratulate
Heather McCoy on her engagement
lo Ben Honne.

r*B r»B t'«B r*n r*n I *B r*B

1539.
S525. Call 354-2457
Subleaser needed for this summer
Less than $200 a month Call 3522028.
Subleaser wanted tor summer etficiency across street from campus
Call Heather at (740) 971-6195.

Help Wanted

Pregnant? Get Tested
Confidential, professional service.

354-4673 BGPC
--Cleaning & Miscellaneous help
needed starting May 14 for short &
long term Call 353-0325.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIRE)
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
S6/HR STARTING PAY

Wanted

1 roommate needed for summer
May 16-August. $225/mo.
354-2314. Close to campus
1 to 3 subleasers needed. May
through August. 3 bdrm. house. May
rent tree. $187/month. Contact Jonna at 354-5386.
1-2 subleasers needed
May 19-August Balcony!
Call Nate @ 352-6389
1-2 subleasers wanted-412 Court
St. 4 bdrm. house, close lo campus.
$2407mo. May 19-Aug 19.
Ask for Erin or Kan 372-5309
2 summer subleasers. 4 bdrm.
house $250 each per mo Call 3525228

3 shins available:
A Shift: 7am-10am
B Shift: 10 15am-1 15pm
C Shift: 1:30pm-4:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
354-8703
Child Care needed in our Sylvania
home for our 9 & 10 yr. old. Must be
avail, for summer June 8-Aug. 28.
b/w 8 am & 4 pm. Must have own
car & 2 ret. Please send a 1 pg.
desep. of qualifications to
P.O. Box 597, Sylvania, OH 43560.

RN/LPN'S
Anne Grady Corporation It what
you are looking for!!!
Are you seeking a career where you
can utilize your Nursing skills, and
where you can build a long-term relationship with your patient and
physician, and have No supervisory
responsibility'' Join our organization
that is growing everyday Anne Grady Corporation, a 91 bed long term
care facility for adults with MR/DD,
has full-time/part-time and some
substitute positions, shifts are generally 12 hours, but can be flexible
Candidates must be an Ohio Licensed RN or LPN MR/DD background is helpful but not necessary.
These challenging and rewarding
positions offer the opportunity for
both professional and personal
growth. In addition we offer:
'51.000 Sign on bonus for FT or
PT
'$250 Sign on bonus for Subt
*Medlcal/Dental/Rx/Vlslon
•Paid Vacation/Sick Time
'FREE Life Insurance
'Retirement plan
'Premium pay for substitutes (additional $2.00/hr.)
'No uniforms, friendly working
environment
'New graduates are encouraged
to apply
'Wellness Program
Anne Grady Corporation
1525 Eber Road
Holland, Ohio 43528

(419) 866-6500/fax (419) 666-7467

Or visit our website at
www.innegrtdy.org
EOE
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Summer Employment Opportunities
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Couples night
Cable Channel 6

5:30-Live
Re-broadcast at
10pm & 7:30am
Now on Fridays!
Wood County' s
only LIVE local
Television news
source
A

Couples receive FREE Admission
Specials on Couch Dances
20% off In the Love Boutique N
im UTTTT

rtsamms
135 S Byrne Rd-Toledo 531 -0079

Bonne Bell, Inc., a leader in the youth cosmetic industry, has assembly
positions available in our Production Department for energetic, dedicated
individuals for summer employment.
PRODUCTION DEPT. (Assembly)
1" shift (7:00 AM-3:30 PM)
2nd shift (4:00 PM - 12:30 AM)
Beautiful, clean facility and terrific working environment!
Please apply in person Monday through Friday between
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM and 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM

COMING IN MAY • ADULT VIDEO STAR

*** SHANE***

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE.

THEME SET THURSDAY

BONNE BELL, INC.
1006 Crocker Road, Westlake, Ohio 44145
(Located 2 min. north from either Crocker/Bassett Exit off 1-90)
Wc have a drug and smoke-free environment.
E.O.E.

Cla-Zel Theatre
Downtown BG. * 353-1361
www.cla-zel.com

One taste is a(C it taies...
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www.dcjavu.com
131 S BYRNE ID
TOLEDO 531 0079
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Advanced Specially Products
See full ad m BG News

Great summer jobs. S10-S12 an hr.
Work outside. Taking applications
now. 1-888-277-9787 or www collegopro.com.

Lawn Maintenance, part & full time
for spring & summer. Call Steve 3
Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822
Going back
to Cleveland lor the summer?
If you are seeking a clerical/office
position for the summer and want to
work for one of Cleveland's top corporations, then call us today.
Sphenon Office Professionals
(216)781 3100 or fax your resume
to .2161 781-1204

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top rated boys sports
camp in Maine. Need counselors to
coach alt sports: tennis, basketball.
baseball, rollerhockey. water-sports,
rock-climbing, biking, golf, creative
activities Work outdoors, have a
great summer CALL FREE (888)844-8080 or APPLY ONLINE
'-lecedJL'.CQm'

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

MONTESSORI Extended Care
Worker to work M-F, 3:0O-5:45pm
for the 2001-2002 academic year.
$7.50/hr. Exp. w/ children necessary

Dedicated Activists Needed
You could work another pointless
and mindless summer job (or some
evil corporation. You could get paid
minimum wage, sit inside all day.
and hate your job. You could do all
this, or. You can make a difference

Adult Softball Scorekeepers
$8.00 per game ♦ bonuses

'89 SHO Taurus,
original owner
354-6822.

MONTESSORI Lunch Assistant to
work M-F, 11:00am-1:00pm (or the
2001 - 2002 academic year.
$7 50/hr. Exp. w/ children necessary
Send resume and 3 rei. letters to
Montessori School ol BG, 630 S.
Maple St.. Bowling Green, OH
43402 by May 4.

this summer.
Stop the pollution of our air and
water Fight corporate greed. Gain
valuable grassroots organizing
experience. Get paid to save the
planet. And best of all-Love your
summer job. You choose.
M-F 2-11 pm $350-450/wk

(419)255-6028.

0<!>0©OO-\

Management Inc.

2001/2002
Openings-Leasing Now
ALSO DOING
SUMMER LEASING
llu

Management
UilUd.il. \|its. 1082 Fairview.
I Bdrm & 2 Bdrm.
Air condition/Dishwasher

Garbage Disposal
washer/dryer hook-up in 2 Bdrm
Starts at'S390-Call 353-5800

I&28 i WoojwBowlingGreen« 5S4 25.W
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Check Us Out!!
www.homecilyice.com
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SUMMER HELP

-"**

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Studios & Large I Bdrms
Laundry on site
Starts at S250-Call 353-5800

Great Job Opportunities !!
Management Inc.
Ilcinzsite Apis. 710 N. Enterprise
ONLY ONE LEFT OF EACH
I & 2 BdrnWAir Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at S410 Call 353-5800

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAY !!
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.50-$10.00 per hour

/rtfl&CA

Located just minutes trom Campus!

1-800-674-0880
1 -800-288-4041)
1-800-H9J-0529

When nS"^1
to
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(^HIGHLAND"
MANAGEMENT

130 E. Washington Street. Bowling Green
www. wenet orgy - rMQhkjnd

Management Inc.
Willow Utilise Apis. 830 Fourth St.
I bdrm/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at $400 - Call 353-5800

We Also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Us!
Djylon Spnngttelo
Detroit
Pittsburgh
West Virginia
Southeast Ohio

Know; t^%

354-6036

1-800-899-8070
1-800-933-3575
1-800-894-0529

to O U>

GREATFOODLATE

Hmng Students Pan Time NOW ana Full-Time Dunng Summer & Breaks

Lexington. KY
Lima/Bucyrus
Cleveland/Ashland
Canton, trip
Cincinnati/Kentucky
MansliekV Ashland

Chef
Craiq
Doesn't.l.2h

1-800-283-5511
1-734955-9094
1 -800-355-2732
1-800-545-4423
1-800-545-4423

ATTENTION
GRAD STUDENTS!
Jay-Mar Apartment*
803-815 8th St
2 bedtoom-$475/mo.-12 mo. lease
Some remodeled

$550/mo.-12 mo. lease

No experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school
and work during summer break. We offer Schedule
flexibility. Start training NOW

Management Inc.
Slop by our office at

Schedule an interview A.S.A.P.

1045 N. Main St
for complete listing or
Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/-mecca

www. homeci tvice. com

loundry locllltles on-slte
♦Air/heat
The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One Bedroom, laundry foc*tes
in Wdg.. a/c. quet.
From $395/monlh
The HomesteadGtoduate Housing
One and two bedroom. A/C,
on-ste laundry, ceramic tie.
soundproof construction, skylights
dishwashers, vouited cetlrvgs
From $510/monlh -12 month lease
14354 West Poe
3» bedrooms, rural setting
W/D, city services
$!000/monlh -12 month lease

The BG Parks & Rec Dept. has
positions available for adult softball scorekeepers for our Carter
Park facility. Available hours are
Sunday-Thursday trom approximately 6-10:30pm. Season starts
May 13th & runs through mid-August. Must be !8yrsof age Apply
at the Park office at Woodland
Mall or call 354-6223 ext. 222. The
City ot Bowling Green is an equal
opportunity employer
Seeking dedicated, reliable BG3U
students tor a part time opportunity
distributing promotional materials to
professors. Must be able to work
alone. Knowledge of the BGSU
campus is helpful This job entails
summer work on the campus, so
students who live on campus year
round are strongly preferred. This
job has a flexible work schedule. If
interested, please call Brian at (614)
488-2525 ext. 124.
Social Worker
The Anne Grady Corporation, a long
term care facility for adults with Developmental Disabilities, is looking
for a Licensed Social Worker with a
strong work ethic and one who takes
pride in their quality of work Fulltime position available, evenings
and weekends. Will promote positive
relationships between Anne Grady
Center, families, and guardians.
Prepares evaluations and participates as a member of the Interdisciplinary Team, and conducts employee training. Candidates must have a
Social Work License, minimum one
year expenence working with
MR/DD individuals preferred, ability
to communicate effectively, knowledge of Medicaid regulations; knowledge of individual rights, ability to
act as a team player, good writing
skills, ability to meet deadlines. We
offer:
'Medical/Dental/Rx/Vision
'FREE Life insurance
"Paid vacation/Holiday/Sick Time
'A friendly working environment
"Retirement plan
"Wellness Program
Interested individuals should apply
at:
Anne Grady Corporation
1525 Eber Road
Holland. Ohio
Monday-Friday 9:00am-4:00pm

Fax (866-7462)
Visit our website at:
www.w1ne9rtdv.ora
Student coaches for summer & fall
gymnastics Coaches supervise the
activities of each class, set up &
take down the equipment, & provide
a positive learning experience for
the participants, ages 3-12. Must be
reliable & dependable Applicant
should be enthusiastic & work well
w/ children. Contact Rhonda
Schhnipke by email:
rhondas©bgnet bgsu.edu or call
372-4736(until May 9), after May 9
call 419-532-3758 Must be avail
every Saturday in June(5 weeks)
Wanted companion for 18yr. old
MR/DD girl. My BG home. M-F
8-3:30, Jun -Aug.. some exp req'd .
weekly salary and/or room & board
352-7745 eves.
We are looking for hard-working college students with some painting experience for summer help. Own
transportation a must Call 882-0564

For Sale

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE
• Near Campus
• Low Rates
• Open 24 Hours
• Summer Leases
• Clean
• Many Sizes
Oon't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things

pixkJobDone
Success does not come by chance: It
comes by choice. At MBNA*, that means
developmental and leadership programs
designed to help you pursue the career path
that's right for you. Our commitment to your
education, professional development, and
advancement will extend throughout your career
and guide you toward your personal and professional goals. Join us—the world's largest independent
credit card lender and a leading provider of retail
deposit, consumer loan, and insurance products—and
move forward with the support that you need to succeed.

Summer
Storage!

1989 Honda Accord 255.000 mi.
Needs work Si500 373-0465
'88 Eagle Premier, power locks, CD,
Good Condition, $900 obo
352-7058

Bed - Queen pillow top, new, In
plastic. Full manufacturer's warranty Retail $800 Sacrifice $189. Can
deliver Call 419-509-8341
FOR SALE
Leather recliner, fish tank & entertainment center. Call 354-2457
HONDAS FROM $500! Police Impounds and (ax repos! For listings 1 800-719-3001 ext4558.
Ml. Bike tor Sale Marin-Rocky
Ridge, very light weight w/ extras
$350 obo Call Matt 419-509-1094
OAKLEY SUNGLASSES
Prescription & non-prescription.
Ray-ban, Gargoyles.« Serongetti
also avail. John T. Archer & Associates 1222 Ridgewood BG 352-2502
Twin bed with mattresses 4 frame
*
1 yr old - $200 OBO
352-8789

For Rent

"Apartmonts, and Rooms
630 N. Summit Apts., $5607 mo.
309 1/2 E. Merry, rooms $220/mo.,
includes util., male students.
Also Summer Rentals Only
Call 3530325
T bdrm. apt across from campus.
Avail. June 1st. 1 yr. lease
$350/mo • utilities Call 419-8975997.
1002-1004 Boone Ct 2 bdrms , 1/2
bath, w/d hook-up, A/C, Garage,
nice decor, grad/prof. preferred, no
pets, non-smoking, lease $750 per
month plus utils. 287 3306
12 mo. leases starling May 19,
2001
322 E Court »2 1 br ,1person.
$395 incl all util.
605 5th »C 2 Br . 2 person $400
.util.
520 Wallace 3 Br House $900
• util
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710
1372 E Wooster St Four-five bedroom unfurnished house Across
from campus Will be totally painted
throughout One bathroom, dishwasher, garbage disposal and
washer/dryer. $1200 00 plus utilities
per month for a 12 month lease
Available after 7/31/01.
2 bdrm turn apt w/shuttle access
to campus Avail May thru Aug. for
summer lease AC & blinds. 3547266
^
3 bdrm house 1/2 block Irom
campus Ail appliances including
washer & dryer. No pets. $835/mo.
Avail. June or August. 354-7237.
3 bedroom. 1 bath 832 Third St
Available August. $725/ month.
(419)474-5344
3-4 BR house, country setting, city
services. W/D. grad./prof..
$1000/mo. Call 354-6036
4 bedroom house on 5th street.
Available mid August $720/month
plus utilities 12 month lease 3542500.
4 room upstairs apt dose to downtown avail, now. grad students preferred Call 352-5622.
723 Fourth, 3 bdrm , 2 bath. Avail
May 17 $800 mo plus util
353-0494
Apartment for Summer
1 bedroom, close to campus on
Manville $350 ♦ utilities. May-July.
Call 353-0941
Available August 15. 2 bdrm apt
Close to campus Call 686-4651.
Available
August
15~
Efficiency
close to campus $250/month Call
686-4651.
House for lease on Wooster 6 bd..
2 baths. Call 661-2596
Houses, 1, 2, & 3 bdrm. apts. beginning May 01. 9 & 12 mo. leases.
352-7454.
LEASING FOR AUGUST
1 bdrm. grad student, 601 3rd SI;
2 bdrm. undergrad; 704 5th si.;
2 bdrm mature renters; 710 7th si.
352-3445.
Quiet 2 BR w/pond in back;
12 mo. lease Avail in May
353-2301
Self Storage units available.
Summer leases. Many sizes.
Call Buckeye Slorage 352-1520.
Summer subleasers needed. Big 2
bdrm apt., close to campus,
rent negotiable, util included.
Call 353-1230 Rayn or Jess
Summer subisrs. needed. 724 S.
College 027. 2 bdrm, 2 bath, $510
mo., untum. Avail. 5/16 353-2367.
Two bedroom, furnished or unfurnished apartments. 724 6th St. &
705 7lh St. $525 per month school
year lease, $460 per month full year
lease. 354-0914.

Stop by your Career Services office for more information.
Opportunities are available for:

Customer Assistance Account Managers
Customer Satisfaction Specialists
■ $28Kto$31Kyourfitsl year" ■ Performance based incentives
Tuition reimbursement ■ Excellent growth potential

CO

Success begins with a call: 1 -888-763-0472.
Or send your resume with source code to:
MBNA MIDWEST
Attention: Lori Shaw
25875 Science Park Drive
Mailstop7113
Beachwood, Ohio 44122
Fax:(868)227-6262
E-mail: Ishaw3-Smbna.com
Source Code: CA991081
'ftned on tuning uUry d 11400010 S1S.0O0 pta K—«gt *m ft* pr*fcrnr>wc»Oaifd
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We Are Looking
for PeopUWho Like People.

JOHNNEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE,
INC.
i
Rental Office
319 I-:. Wooster Si.

Rentals available
for summer and
fall. Stop by for
our full listing.

